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Abstract

Deepfake speech technology, which can create highly realistic fake audio, poses significant challenges, from

enabling multi-million dollar scams to complicating legal evidence’s reliability. This work introduces a novel

method for detecting such deepfakes by leveraging bonafide speech samples. Unlike previous strategies, the

approach uses verified ground truth speech samples to identify spoofs, providing critical information that

common methods lack. By comparing the bonafide samples with potentially manipulated ones, the aim is

to effectively and reliably determine the authenticity of the speech. Results suggest that this innovative

approach could be a valuable tool in identifying deepfake speech, especially recordings created using Voice

Conversion techniques, offering a new line of defence against this emerging threat.
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1. Introduction

In the evolving landscape of digital forensics, the

advent of deepfake speech technology poses unprece-

dented challenges. On the one hand, it offers innova-

tive advancements in the fields of entertainment and

education, on the other hand, its malicious applica-

tions have drawn significant concern – financial scams,

privacy invasion or spreading of misinformation. [1]

The traditional approach to combat deepfakes may

involve deploying state-of-the-art deepfake speech

detectors. While effective, these tools typically oper-

ate by analyzing isolated input samples without the

benefit of direct comparison to verified sources. This

limitation poses a question: could the inclusion of

reference or ground-truth speech samples as a basis

for comparison enhance the accuracy and reliability

of deepfake detection? This work presents the first

differential-based deepfake speech detector, which

incorporates trusted ground-truth speech samples to

identify spoofs, providing critical information that

common methods lack. A trusted sample can be

easily obtained – such cases might include biometric

check at an airport or police questioning [2].

The detection generally happens in three stages: fea-

ture extraction, model training and finally classifica-

tion [3]. Popular features to describe speech are cep-

stral coefficients, such as MFCCs, which summarize

the frequency content of sound signals. Modern sys-

tems utilize speaker embeddings extracted by a deep

neural network [4]. The cutting-edge approaches em-

ploy novel techniques such as Self-Supervised Learn-

ing (SSL) with models like Wav2Vec2 to extract

embeddings of the highest quality [5]. Regarding

the classifiers, there are approaches utilizing classical

(shallow) machine learning techniques such as GMM

or SVM [6], as well as neural architectures, which are

becoming more and more prevalent [7, 8].

This work utilizes both ground truth and tested record-

ings with the aim of finding the difference between

them. The input recordings are first transformed into

features using an SSL frontend: Wav2Vec2 [9] with

Multi-head Factorized Attentive Pooling (MHFA) [10].

Next, these feature vectors are combined into a single

feature vector, representing the difference between

the two inputs, which is then fed into a feed-forward

network for final classification.

Implemented systems successfully transfer the differ-

ential analysis based detection from facial to speech

domain. Explored is the feasibility of multiple differ-

ential metrics as well as concatenation-based meth-

ods. Although the results indicate a need for refined

parameterization, the foundational premise of utiliz-

ing differential analysis in deepfake speech detection

showcases the potential for significant advancements.

One of the major discovered benefits of differential

deepfake speech detection is its superior ability to

detect Voice Conversion (VC) samples.
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2. Design and Implementation

As visible in the system overview on the poster, there

are multiple systems designed and implemented:

1. Difference-based models

(a) FFDiff using ordinary subtraction of ex-

tracted and pooled features

(b) FFQuadratic uses squared subtraction

(c) FFAbs uses absolute subtraction

2. Concatenation-based models

(a) FFConcat1 concatenates the recordings

before feature extraction

(b) FFConcat3 concatenates extracted and

pooled features

(c) FFLSTM concatenates the pooled fea-

tures and passes them to two LSTM cells

3. Baseline single input FF model for comparison

The main idea is that Difference- and Concatenation-

based models take pairs of tested and ground-truth

recordings as an input, while the FF model takes only

a single tested recording as an input, operating the

same way as classical detectors.

The feature extractor (FE) module is a pre-trained

XLSR-300M model [9] based on the Wav2Vec2 ar-

chitecture. The FE processes recordings by 50ms

frames and extracts a 1024-value feature vector for

all of them. To enable the processing of varied-length

recordings, the features extracted from all 24 trans-

former layers of XLS-R were consequently pooled

using Multi-head Factorized Attentive Pooling [10].

The resulting pooled feature vector was fed to a

downstream feed-forward classification neural network

with a simple architecture of three linear layers with

batch normalization and ReLU activation function

between them. Softmax function is applied to the

resulting values to obtain classification probabilities

for bonafide and spoofed classes.

3. Results

Equal Error Rate (EER) is used as the primary eval-

uation metric, as it’s threshold-independent and a

standard for evaluation of deepfake speech detection

methods. Moreover, it provides reliable information

about how well the detector can separate bonafide

and spoof classes, i.e., the lower the EER, the better

the detector.

As apparent from the result tables, implemented sys-

tems supersede other systems from the ASVspoof

challenges [7, 8] or In-the-Wild [11] benchmark. How-

ever, it is necessary to declare that the proposed

systems could not be submitted to the ASVspoof

challenges, because the FE module was pre-trained

on multiple datasets, which violates the challenge

rules.

The models annotated by ens. or ensemble mark sys-

tems, which utilize a fusion of the resulting scores of

individual systems to further boost performance. The

motivation behind is that upon close examination of

the score distributions, differential-based techniques

performed better in accurately identifying bonafide

samples, while concatenation-based systems demon-

strated a heightened ability to distinguish spoofed

samples.

The best performing system for the ASVspoof2021

challenge is a mean fusion of FFConcat1, FFConcat3

and FFQuadratic. Similarly, for In-the-Wild dataset,

a square root fusion of all individual models except

FFLSTM yielded the best results.

Results of ASVspoof2021 were further explored – a

significant portion of the dataset consists of Voice

Conversion (VC) samples. The investigation uncov-

ered that pair-input systems perform significantly bet-

ter than single input baseline, which in contrast per-

formed the best on Text-to-Speech samples. The

hypothesis of this behavior lies in VC samples contain-

ing leaked speaker information from both the source

and target utterances [12].

4. Conclusions

Performed research, implementation, and evaluation

discovered several interesting points. Firstly, it shows

that differential-based detection is a feasible approach

for deepfake speech detection. Secondly, the pair-

based models seem more robust to overfitting – there

is a slight tradeoff between the performance on known

data and robustness on unseen data. This tradeoff

makes the pair-input models less efficient over the

ASVspoof2019 (training) data, but in turn general-

ize better over ASVspoof2021 and In-the-Wild data.

Finally, it is expected that the pair-based input will

be extremely efficient on morphed speech, where the

effect from VC is further amplified. This was however

not possible to prove due to the lack of morphed

speech data.
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